Biochemical and morphological characterization of the nuclear matrix during the synchronous cell cycle of Physarum polycephalum.
We have investigated biochemical and ultrastructural aspects of the nuclear matrix during the naturally synchronous cell cycle of Physarum polycephalum. The morphology of the in situ nuclear matrix exhibited significant cell cycle changes as revealed by electron microscopic examination, especially during the progression of nuclei through mitosis and S-phase. In mitosis the interchromatin matrix was found to be retracted to the nuclear periphery; during S-phase this interchromatin matrix gradually resembled, concomitant with the reconstruction of a nucleolar remnant structure. During the G2-period no significant changes in matrix morphology were observed. The pattern of nuclear matrix proteins was invariant during the cell cycle; no cycle phase-specific proteins could be detected. In vivo labelling of plasmodia with [35S]methionine/cysteine showed that only a few proteins are synthesized and assembled into nuclear matrix structures in a cell cycle-dependent way; the majority of proteins were synthesized almost continuously. This was also shown for nuclear lamins homologues. In contrast to bulk nuclear histones, those histones that remain tightly bound to the nuclear matrix were synthesized and assembled into nuclear structures in the very first hour of S-phase; assembly was terminated in mid-S-phase, indicating that nuclear matrix-bound chromatin is replicated early in S-phase. Comparison of the acetylation pattern of matrix-bound histone H4 with bulk nuclear H4 revealed a largely elevated acetate content of matrix H4. The percentage of acetylated subspecies was entirely different from that in bulk nuclear H4, indicating that matrix-associated histones represent a subpopulation of nuclear histones with distinct properties, reflecting specific structural requirements of matrix-attached chromatin.